
                                                  WATER AND SANITATION VENTURE SUMMARY  

Ionized Water And Sanitation Project which will operate under the company name Diamond 

Ventures Corporation, to offer clean ionized water, sanitation and wellness products and services. 

This is the procedure by which our ionized Water and Sanitation Venture hopes and plans will 

operate.  

We are a for profit social venture targeting general wellness of the body, household and 

environment in every developing community. We are establishing a business  using our filtering 

system built-in prototype,   to filter water  from unclean water sources into ionized healthy water 

and distribute in special water containers, through a method and strategy very different from the 

traditional drinkable water (bottled water and tap water) distribution method, then provide 

sanitation services(laundry services/Laundromats)  (body, clothes, house washing/cleaning) and 

create upgraded but economical life to households and communities through the provision of 

products that aid a healthy, sanitized and active daily life. Our business model involves an innovative 

method of impacting the social lives of communities around Cameroon and Africa to realize good 

health, daily active life and sanitized body and environment. The initial target market is the 

population of Cameroon, with planned expansion to other countries in Africa. Access to purified 

water and means to sanitation products and services is greatly limited in Cameroon and in Africa as 

an overall location. Purified water and alkaline water, which has a relatively high pH (potential 

hydrogen) level, in particular, have certain advantages; 

1- Enable the people in the communities to realize true body wellness and health through proper  

 Hydration. -Reduce/combat dehydration which endangers the body system. (Arthritis, Cancer,   

 Diabetes, Heart Disease, Kidney Disease, etc.)  

2- Foster the fight for true physical health. - Cure and prevent External skin diseases (body  

infections) like Blotchy, rough, cracked and dry skin, Acne, Rashes, Eczema, Psoriasis, Burns, 

Wounds including open wounds, Mouth sores and ulcers, Blisters, Insect bites, Allergies and 

more.  

3- Bring about good mental health to maximize one’s potentials; maintaining high positive energy.  

Water And Sanitation Venture will acquire office locations as close as possible to every 

neighborhood, community and residential locations.  

 

Tap a source of water either from wells we will build, drilled holes, and streams or rivers running 

across these communities. Our source of water will depend on the geographical condition of the 

area. In some/regular cases we will use pipe borne water. The main problem here is these 

sources of water are not good for drinking as it is often contaminated and has acidic contents.  

 

For pipe borne water, it flows occasionally and people have no storage devices which they can 

store water when it flows and then use in the future, to save them from suffering. So all our 

office locations will store water in large quantities, in our storage tanks, get our solar energy 

power source put in place, then install all our filtering units to filter this unclean water and then 

offer to consumers for household drinking at an affordable rate. We will have specially designed 

and affordable, long lasting water containers between 10-20 liters, which every customer must 

buy and own permanently. Every time they need water, they go to the closest filtering office; 

we wash their container and then fill it with fresh water. These containers are easily accessible 



through the tap-head at the bottom of each container or the add-on pumps to easily collect 

water by a household member of any age. And the containers cannot attract diseases easily 

from the way they will be handled at each level including storage in the houses. In most cases 

we will offer people water for drinking but most households will still lack a regular source of 

water for normal household use.  

 

Apart from using our solar powered water submersible pumps to pump water from our water 

sources for us, we will group houses of at least ten and then for a monthly fee, install them 

water from a well, or nearby flowing river or stream using our solar submersible pumps with an 

embedded changeable normal filter and get each house to have at least a tap in front of their 

houses if not the bathroom inclusively. For each group of at least ten households, after they 

have in contribution paid all their dues monthly from this installation for about a year, they can 

now fully own the system and will only pay us to replace their filters.  

 

The market situation for and the water distribution condition in Cameroon and across Africa has 

a tradition of inconsistent flow of pipe borne water and more so there are no filters at the tap 

heads to filter the water when it passes through the rusted pipes into home that actually have 

these pipes. Water is not available to all. For those fortunate to have pipes into their homes, 

water flows once in a week and comes dirty because of rusted pipes. We are going in to solve 

these situations by taping nearby natural sources and using our systems to serve the people. 

Again there are many bottled water companies. These bottled water is seen as luxury by many 

because it’s expensive and often in limited quantity. Distribution from the filling companies like 

Tangui,Semme and Supermont from their locations in one province hardly reaches to everyone 

in need meanwhile there are sources around every neighborhood where water can be tapped, 

filtered and offered to the people at low prices. That is what we will be doing through our 

innovative business model and build-in combination of water filtering components that enables 

us to filter water from dirty conditions to ionized water and also create a storage system for 

future use.  

 

Again, our sanitation products/services will involve offering self-service and coin slot powered 

laundry machines, body cleaning products for bathing to prevent body odor, house/floor 

cleaning, surface and household utensils cleaning to prevent stains, rust and stuck dirt. 

Sanitation around Cameroon and Africa is very low in practice. And our services will bring about 

a lot of advantages;  

1- Fast and cheap means of washing clothes to safe time.  

2- Wash clothes in a manner to wither less/less depreciation through use of alkaline detergent 

products to keep clothes new and have fragrance.  

3- Prevent dirt caused diseases and skin infections.  

4- Easy use of alkaline body washing products to protect the body.  

5- Easy clear away stains and rusted utensils to prevent lose and pain to buy new ones.  

 

The initial target market is the population of Cameroon, with planned expansion to other 

countries in Africa. We will acquire offices closer to all of our water filtering locations. Then 

install our laundry units with a solar power system. Design the coin slot device which will 

enable customers to slot coins and have their dirty laundry taken care of within minutes 



while they saved time doing other things. Our filtering unites will offer us the source of 

water for these laundry services. The market condition for sanitation in Cameroon and 

across Africa is very low in 50% of the community locations. Institutions providing laundry 

and clothe pressing services use about three days to deliver clothes. And the charges are 

high. Their services are meant only for the working class or the high class workers who can 

pay for their work and official outing wears to be cleaned. But our service is targeting the 

washing of all sorts of clothes by everyone. Bundle clothes for a week and slot coins for wash 

at once within 50 minutes by yourself. Collect the clothes all washed dried and fragrant for 

your liking. Most people cannot buy laundry machines but everyone loves an upgraded life. 

This situation will upgrade the lives of many in many aspects as well. So Alkaline Water and 

Sanitation Venture main operations will be based on the sales of firstly, empty water 

containers and the establishment of numerous distribution offices where there are potential 

customers to refill their containers for their households/families. And then bring up their 

dirty laundry to wash through coin slot powered washing machines to take about thirty to 

fifty minutes to wash their clothes.  

 

Startup Funding will be used for purchasing filtering parts to build/assemble our filtering 

units and systems and parts, products process equipment like submersible pumps, pre-

filtering systems, alkaline enhancers, laundry machines, water containers, acquiring offices, 

buying equipment for the office and production/service process, paying labor and tax and 

obtaining legal documents for the whole company.  

 

Alkaline water And Sanitation Venture aims to start this venture with a team of individuals 

who have specialty and skills in various company management domains and organizations 

who have agreed to partner with us to help create awareness in the market, follow up to 

impact and develop our model through the influence they are already creating and having in 

the region and their dedication to serving the local people and customers.  

GiftedMom is an organization that works to bring information and care to pregnant women, 

Dovic Relief helps families and female population to have financial freedom and create 

sustainability through entrepreneurship.  

Then high profile individuals who have accepting to lead us in our venture through advice 

and dedicated service in everyday operation including finding competent employees. Our 

startup cost will enable us to expand and serve the whole country but we are looking at a 

beginning startup cost of first stage capital to cover all startup expenses that will lay the 

grounds for us in about three to four main regions before we can seek to expand nationally 

and internationally. We are in the process of putting together a strong and prepared 

management team to back all our operations; 

 Forkom Kehnyinah Dohfeh- Founder-Director- Three startup experiences and A TESOL. Teacher by 

profession. Three years’ experience in building and developing Alkaline Water and Sanitation 

including general wellness Business project ideas. Social entrepreneur with focus on public private 

partner-ship through innovative, social impacting business ideas. 

Mr Ewehmeh Gilbert is the founder and director of The Youth Employment Service (YES Cameroon). 

An organization Founded in December 2006 with a front line service delivery non-profit and 

development organization focus in the domain of business and entrepreneurship, human resource 



and career development. And he has been working closely with me on this project concept since I 

drew a conclusion on the filtering prototype and started seeking means to establish as a large scale 

company.  


